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Summertime makes you feel ready and raring to go,
energising both your brain and body. We look at exactly why
you feel so full of vitality when the sun has got its hat on.

P

ICNICS, LONG
light evenings with
friends, your much
awaited holiday
– everything about the
summer months
incites anticipation of fun and joy.
This feeling is known as ‘nexting’
and experts believe it triggers
positive thinking that’s even more
powerful than the actual experiences
themselves. ‘Anticipation of reward
boosts dopamine, a feel-good
hormone that helps you feel more
motivated,’ says counsellor Eve
Menezes Cunningham.
You also produce six times more
of the ‘happy hormone’ serotonin.
‘When sunlight enters your eyes, it
helps cells in your brain that contain
serotonin to fire more often,’
explains Dr Gavin Lambert of the
Baker IDI Heart and Diabetes
Institute. From free vitamin D to
a harvest of healthy food choices,
there are many more perks of
summer. Read on to find out how
best to harness them and start
reaping the benefits today.
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Sea air revives mind and body

CIRCULATION REVS UP

When UV rays hit your skin, it
triggers the production of valuable
nitric oxide. This makes your blood
vessels expand, which boosts the
circulation of nutrient and oxygenrich blood around your body,
keeping you full of energy.
‘While bright sunlight produces
the most nitric oxide, heading
outside even on an overcast day
with your skin exposed will still
trigger its release,’ says Professor
Martin Feelisch from the University
of Southampton.

You’re not just imagining that surge of vitality you feel by the sea – the air
there is actually different to the type you breathe inland. It’s full of healthy
particles that promote energy and feelings of wellbeing. ‘Being near water
can offset time spent around things such as air-conditioning, wifi and electrical
items, which can cause lethargy,’ reveals Dr Victoria Galbraith, founder
of SEAcotherapy, a wellbeing retreat that harnesses the power of the ocean.
‘The amount of healthy particles is highest around moving water, so being
near the sea, a river or waterfall is ideal – even a flowing water feature
in your garden can bring positive results.’

VITAMIN D STORES PEAK

With the benefit of the sun’s UVB
rays, your body makes more vitamin
D, which strengthens your muscles
and bones once it’s absorbed.
Topping up your vitamin D stores
now will help to keep you healthy all
year round. ‘Avoid using sunscreen
on your limbs initially on sunny
days, then apply it as soon as your
skin starts to feel warm, or 15 (for
Caucasian people) to 30 minutes
(for people with darker skin) are up.
Never let yourself burn though,’ says
GP and holistic medicine specialist
Dr Sohére Roked.

IMMUNITY IMPROVES

Your immune system is at its
optimum in summer, helping you
feel full of vitality. Inflammationsuppressing genes are also more
active this time of year. You can
enhance your immune system even
more by eating healthy, naturally
occurring sugars called beta-glucans,
found in shiitake mushrooms and
grains such as oats, barley, rye and
wheat. Aim for 30g of any of these
per day.

SEASONAL
FOODS ENERGISE

When the sun is out we naturally gravitate
toward light, energy-filled foods. ‘Seasonal fruit
and vegetables supply energising B vitamins, plus
they’re a great source of potassium, which supports
healthy body functioning
from top to toe,’ says healthy
eating coach Julie Montague.
Eating these plant-based
goodies raw helps to preserve
larger quantities of nutrients
and energy-boosting enzymes.
‘One of my favourite ways
to eat more fruits in summer
is to make a healthy ice
cream. Simply freeze
a couple of bananas,
add to a blender with
a handful of berries,
plus a splash of
nut milk, blend
and enjoy.’
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You reflect nature

‘In summer, everything is in
full bloom and bursting with
life, and you have that same
energy inside too,’ says
acupuncturist Michael
Arnold. ‘In Traditional
Chinese Medicine (TCM) the
season is linked with
expansive ‘yang’ energy,
which makes you feel full of
gusto, as opposed to more
passive ‘yin’ energy in
winter.’ Summer is also
associated with the element
of fire, which represents
feelings of joy and
enthusiasm. You can help to
fuel this energising element
by taking 10 minutes each
morning to do a round of sun
salutations. Turn to page 62 to
find out how.
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YOUR MINDSET RESETS

You’re more open to new information
and creative thoughts in the warmer
months, according to researchers at
the University of Michigan. ‘Doing
new things stimulates and energises
your brain – it fires up parts that may
normally remain dormant,’ explains
life coach Pete Cohen.
Take a look at your local paper
or the Internet to find interesting
summer events, groups or one-off
workshops that are out of the
ordinary for you. ‘Creativity and
enthusiasm are a bit like Newton’s
Law of Motion,’ says Pete. ‘Getting
something going takes a little bit
of effort, but once you start, things
take on a momentum of their own.
Just take that first step!’

SENSES ARE
HEIGHTENED
It’s easy to summon up typical
summer scents: sun lotion,
freshly cut grass, flowers or
barbecues. This is because in
summer, your sense of smell is
more prominent. Scent
molecules in the air move
faster and are more likely to
reach the most sensitive
areas of your nose. It’s also a
time when our taste buds are
more receptive to bitterness,
sourness and sugar – hence
why those fruit salads or
afternoon cocktails taste so
delicious! We also see
colours more vibrantly. All
the more reason to spend
time in bright and beautiful
gardens, eating delicious,
colourful food!
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Looking upward helps you feel positive

Blue skies, fluffy clouds, lying on your garden lounger just watching the sky float by – summer is a time
for looking up both physically and mentally. Looking upwards makes it easier for your brain to access
positive memories and thoughts that motivate you. ‘Simply adjusting your posture to one in which
your gaze is higher creates positivity and energy,’ says Dr Erik Peper, researcher from San Francisco
State University. Next time you’re walking, take time to admire the trees and birds. And in your
garden, hang some tree decorations or hanging baskets to draw your eye upwards.

WORDS: HELEN FOSTER. MORE INFORMATION: FEELBETTEREVERYDAY.CO.UK.
PHOTOGRAPHS: SHUTTERSTOCK, GETTY, CORBIS, JUMP FOTO.

ATTENTION PEAKS
The summer solstice on June 20
is a time when regions of your
brain that control attention
span and focus peak in activity,
according to scientists. Enhance
this further with the wheel yoga
pose. ‘Lie on your back, knees
bent, feet flat on the ground
hip-width apart’ says Julie
Montagu. ‘Palms are on the
floor under your shoulders,
fingers pointing towards your
feet, elbows shoulder-width
apart. Press your palms firmly
into the ground as you inhale.
Breathe in as you push your
shoulders, elbows and hips
upwards. By the time you
exhale, your arms
and legs should be as straight
as possible, creating a
semicircle with the floor. Hold
the pose for 30 secs as you
breathe deeply in and out.
To return to the floor, bend
your elbows, and lower
your head and shoulders
first, before bending
your knees and
lowering your hips.’
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IT’S A TIME
FOR NOSTALGIA

‘Summer carries a tremendous amount of
emotional resonance,’ says psychiatrist John Sharp,
author of Emotional Calendar (£10.61, amazon.co.uk,
St Martin’s Griffin). ‘It’s replete with memories and cultural
images of carefree
times, sunny romance
and childlike happiness.
We have a strong sense
that summer should be a
stretch of unmitigated joy
and freedom.’ So take time
this month to recap on
fun times gone by and
to live in the moment,
knowing it will lead to
plenty more warm
and sun-filled
memories
for time
to come. TS
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